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"4SALT-1 is a FORTRAN computer program ubed to evaluate
the effectiveness of a high-energy laser weapon against an aircraft
flying a path previously evaluated for various encounter conditions.
The laser weapon system is described by a flux emission function,
aiming errors caused by jitter, and dewing limits of the tracking
mechanism. The target aircraft is characterizod by a met of com-
ponents which are combined using a fault tree structure. The
program output includes a summary for the whole miedon which
presents probabilities of kill for the total aircraft, its subgroupa,
and components. This manual contains descriptions for the
mathematical concepts, the input requirements, and the output~for the ASALT-I program.
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Development of the ASALT-I computer program began in the
spring of 1980 in an effort to fulfill the need for a survivabil-
ity assessment model which combined the susceptibility of an air-
craft being engaged by a laser weapon system with the vulnerabil-
ity of that aircraft to irradiation. The program was developed
and documented by Frederick John Steenrod and John E. iMusch, of
Armament Systems# Inc. with the guidance and supervision of Carol
A. Gillespie and John korrow of the Naval Weapons Center. Their

assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
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SUMMARY

The ASALT-I computer program provides a method for evaluLting
the effectiveness of & high-energy laser beam against an aircraft
flying a path previously evaluated for various encounter condi-
tions. The laser -ieapon system is described by a flux emission
function, aiming errors caused by jitter, and slewing limits of
the tracking mechanism. The target aircraft is described with a
set of components which are combined in a fault tree structure.
Each component has a set of rectingular presented areas and Pk
functions associated with it. An atmospheric model is used to
account for laser beam power degradation before it reaches the tar-
get due to interaction with molecules in the air and an optional
smoke corridor. The ASALT-I program is used to determine when the
laser can be fired and compute the total amount of energy that can
be accumulated on each component. The component Pk functions and
aircraft fault tree structure are then used to compute the total
aircraft probability of kill. The Pk computations can be repeated
for as many as 10 distinct aim points and three different fault
trees (kill categories) in one program execution. The output of
this proeram may include a time trace of the flight path which
shows total aircraft Pk's for each aia point and kill category at
regular time intervals in the flight path simulation. In addi-
tion, a summary for the whole mission presents the final probabili-
ties of kill for each kill category of the total aircraft model,
subgroups in the fault tree structure designated by the user, and
each component.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCT ION

Improvements in laser and tracking technology have made laser
air defense systems a potential threat to combat aircraft in the
near term future. In order to fulfill the need to analyze this
threat, th~e model, Assessment of Survivability Against Laser
Threats, ASALT-I, is being developed under the cognizance of the
Survivability Lvaluation Branch, Aircraft Sutvivability and
Lethality Division of the Naval Weapons Center. Recent revisions
have been made to the program to provide a more elaborate method
of combining components into several levels of redundant or singly
vulnerable subgroups. This revision to the ASALT-I documentation
includes descriptions of the new input required to define an air-
craft fault tree and the new output produced by the model.

The ASALT-I computer program provides a method for evaluating
the effectiveness of a high-energy laser against an aircraft fly-
ing a path previously evaluated for vdrious encounter conditions.
The output from this program is the accumulated aircraft kill pro-
bability versus flight path time. In addition, a summary for the
whole mission presents the final probabilities of kill for each
kill category of the total aircraft model, each subgroup, and each
component. Each level of Pk computation can be duplicated for up
to 1U distinct aim points. The combination of the Engagement
Nodell and the ASALT-I Model can be used to obtain a survivability
estimate for an entire mission involving one high-energy laser wea-
pon attacking one aircraft with consideration given to engagement
conditions, tracking requirements, beam propagation, and target
vulnerability. The procedures for assessing survivability against
a laser air defense system by using these programs are:

1. Generate a flight path for the aircraft. Program
FLYGEN 2 is one method of accomplishing this.

2. Select a weapon location and a set of engagement condi-
tions for the laser weapon system.

3. Run the Engagement Model to determine the subsets of the
ilight path which can be engaged.

± Steenrod, Frederick J., and Husch, John E., Engagement Model
Computer Pro gram (ENGAGE) Analyst/User Manuai, Armament
Systems Inc., August 1980, Unclassifled

Virbila, John P., Aircraft Flight Path Generator Computer
Program (FLYGEN), Jdint Technical Coordinating Group for
Munitions Effectiveness, April 1;76, Unclassified.

1-i
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4. Determine the vulnerability of the aircraft's components
to laser radiation at 26 look-angles using a model such
as the QKLOOK 3 programs.

5. Run the ASALT-I Model.

This manual -ontains a description of the mathematical con-
cepts, the input requirements, and an output description for the
ASALT-I Model. Section II, the Mathematical Model, is used to ex-
plain the coordinate systems, tracking computations, beam propaga-
tion model, and method of damage assessment used in this program.
The definitions, units, and required order for all input parame-
ters are explained in Section III. Examples of the line printer
output and the binary output file are discussed in Section IV. A
complete listing of the FORTRAN program, including comment cards,
is presented in the appendix.

REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS

The ASALT.-I hodel is written in FORTRAN and requires approxi-
mately 14u,0008 (491521g) words of memory on a Hewlett-Packard
3000 computer system. The program structure is modular and flexi-
ble so that any changes and/or improvements may be easily imple-
mented. Execution of the program requires two input files and pro-
duces two output files. Peripheral device requirements are one
card reader, one line printer, and two tape units or other devices
for sequential files. Simpler arrangements are possible depending
on the computer system. The program in its present form has the
.following constraints:

1. Only one laser weapon system in a fixed location may be
evaluated.

2. The laser flux emission function, which varies with
time, may contain a maximum of 10 entries.

3. The atmospheric attenuation function and the correspond-
ing range arguments may contain no more than I0
elements.

4. If a smoke corridor is modeled, its length and location
must be defined as a line segment between two end
points. The omission of a smoke corridor is allowed.

3 Steenrod, F.J. and Musch, J.E., QKLOOK Computer Programs
Analyst and User Manual, JTCG/A-79--UU8, Joint Technical
coordinating Group on Aircraft Survivability, May 1980

1-2
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5. The maximum number of aim points on the target is 10.

6. The maximum number of c:mponents in the target model is
lu0.

7. A maximum of three different fault tree structures (kill
categories) can be evaluated in one run.

6. The maximum number of elements in any one subgroup is
eight.

9. The component vulnerability model requires exactly 10
entries in the function defining Pk at increasing energy
levels.

10. Component presented areas and widths are required at 26
standard look-angles.

Some constraints may be overcome by executing the program sequenti-
ally several times.

CONCEPTUAL FLOWCHART

The sequence of steps employed in the ASALT-I Model is depic-
ted in Figure 1-1 utilizing a flowchart format. The steps in the
flowchart are discussed in the following narrative consisting of
paragraphs corresponding to the letters in small hexagons on theflowchart. For the sake of continuity in documentation, Figure1-1 iollows the discussions of all steps. i

Step A

Execution of this program begins by reading the data deck
from Logical Unit 45 and making some preliminary computations.
These data include parameters defining the laser weapon system and
its tracking system, the atmnospheric conditions, and the aircraft
fault tree model.

Step B

This step is the beginning of the t'me loop in the program.
h The aircraft flight path data for each new time increment is corn-

puted from data on the Flight Path Input File. After all computa-
tions for this time increment are completed, program control will
return to this step to begin the cycle again for the next time
increment. Two t..-tc are made before program control continues
with Step C. If .he end of the flight path is reached, control
branches to Step I to terminate program execution. The second

j 1-3
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test is used to check the results of the engagement conditions
tested during execution of the Engagement Model. If this test
indicates that the laser cannot engage the aircraft at the current
time, program control branches to Step H, the end of the time
loop.

Step C

Step C is the tracking module of the program wherein all con-
ditions involving the weapon's tracking system are evaluated.
These conditions include the minimum prefire tracking time and the
maximum slewing rates. If either condition is not satisfied, pro-
gram control branches to Step H, bypassing the laser firing steps.
If both tracking conditions are satisfied, the laser flux emission
rate is computed from the input parameters defining the weapon
system; then program control continues with the next step.

I SStep D

In this step, any decrease in beam intensity occurring while
the beam propagates through the atmosphere to the target is deter-

mined, and used to compute the intensity reaching the target. The
factors which influence the degradation of beam intensity include
an attenuation function which varies with range, and attenuation
when the weapon-to-aircraft geometry intersects a smoke corridor.

Step E

This step is the beginning of a loop which iterates for each
aim point on the target. The computations inside this loop are h
used to determine aircraft damage when the laser is directed at
the current aim point. Associated with each aim point is an enve-
lope of look-angles which specify the geometrical conditions re-
quired to fire at the aim point. If the aim point cannot be hit,
program control jumps to the end of the aim point loop at Step G;
otherwise executio-a continues with Step F.

Step F

In this step, the laser energy on each component is accumula-
ted and the resulting damage is evaluated. This is done by execu-
ting an inner loo for every component in the target model which
includes: computing the expected time for the beam on each compo-
nent; accumulating the total energy that has reached the component
for the current aim point; and determining the damage caused by
that level of accumulated energy.

1-4
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Step G

This is the last step in the aim point loop and is executed
only after the component loop has been completed. After the
current level of damage for each component has been computed in
the preceding step, Subroutine FALTRE is executed which uses the
fault tree structure for each kill category to compute the damage
to the total aircraft. Th- decision block in this step represents
the end of the aim point loop, branching back to Step E until all
aim points have been considered.

Step H

Step H is the last step in the time loop. Aircraft damage up

to the current time for each aim point is printed during this step
if requested by the user. Program execution then continues with
the next time increment at Step B.

Step I

This step is reached only after the entire flight path has
been processed and is the concluding step in program execution.
In this step a summary of damage to components, subgroups, and the
total aircraft is printed for each aim point before program
execution halts.

1-5
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Figure 1-1. ASALT-I Model Conceotual Flowchart
(Page 3 of 3).
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SECTION II

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The mathematical concepts used in the ASALT-I Model are
presented in this section. There are five subsections of the
hathematical Model as follows:

1. Coordinate Systems
2. Iracking Computations
3. Beam Propagation
4. Damage
5. List of Abbreviations and Symbols.

In the first subsection, geometrical computations used in the pro-
gram are iresented. These include the coorainate systems, trans-
formations between coordinate systems, and look-angle computa-
tions. The next three subsections correspond to the three basic
modules in the program. The Tracking Computations subsection
includes a derivation of the slewing rate computations. In the
Beam Propagation subsection, the models for atmospheric attenua-
tion and laser beam intersection with a smoke corridor are presen-
ted. The Damage subsection is used to describe the models for
accumulating energy on each component and combining component Pk's
into total target Ek's using the fault tree. Symbols used in the
mathematical equations are defined in the text, and in a complete
list in the final subsection.

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

The four coordinate systems used in the ASALT-I Model are de-I picted in Figure 2-1, where the subscripts on each axis identify
the system name. The General Coordinate System is the primary sys-
tem for this model. It is used for the laser weapon location, the
smoke field location, the tracking rate computations, and the
printed flight path coordinates. The Aircraft Coordinate System
has its origin at the target aircraft center of gravity and is
used in defining component and aim point locations on the air-
craft. All data on the Flight Path Input File are in the Flight
Path Coordinate System, and are transformed into the Ceneral
Coordinate System as soon as they are read. These three systems
are identical to the coordir.ate systems used in the Engagement
Hodel and have the same names. The Encounter Coordinate System is
the only added system. It is used for computations involving the
laser beam encountering the target, such as computing the proba-
bility of hit for a component. All of these systems have orthogo-
nal right-handed axes.

2-1
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General Coordinate-§ em

The General Coordinate System has a horizontal XY-plane with
the X-axis pointing east and the Y-axis pointing north. The
Z-axis points In the direction of increasing altitude. The loca-
tions for the laser weapon and the smoke corridor specified in the
input data aeck ere in this coordinate system. Additionally, sev-
eral computations and the aircraft flight path locations appearing
on the line printer output are in the General Coordinate System.

j Flight Path Coordinate System

All data on the Flight Path File read from Logical Unit #10

are in the Flight Path Coorainate System. This system must be a
right-handed coordinate system, and have a horizontal XY-plane as
well as a Z-axis pointing in the direction of increasing altitude.
hen these conditions are met, the user can facilitate the trans-
formation of data from the Flight Path Coordinate Syctem into the
General Coordinate System by suppling the coordinates of a refer-

ence point and a rotation angle. For this program the reference
point may be any point in the XY-plane of the Flight Path
Coordinate Sytem selected by the user.

Le t

(Xfr, Yfr, U) = reference point coordinates in the Flight
Path Coordinate System

(Xgr, Ygr, zgr) - coordinates of the same reference point in
the General Coordinate System

*l rotation angle from the X-axis of the Flight Path
Coordinate System to the X-axis of the General Coor-
dinate System (a positive rotation is counterclock-
wise when viewed from above, i.e. the positive
Z-axis)

These uata supplied by the user on card 2 relate the two Coordi-
nate systems. Any aircraft location in tha Flight Path Coordinate
System, (xf, yf, zf), can be transformed into an equivalent point
in the General Coordinate System, (xg, yg, zg), by executing this
equation:

X I co* 1 sin*1  0

Sj [Yqr i+L sin*, C0yf 1  0 Jf;Yfj (2-li

LZgr

2-3I& _M
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where

(xt, Yt, zf) - an aircraft location in the Flight Path
Coordinate Systef

(xg, yg, Zg) m the location in the General Coordinate Syzitem
equivalent to (xf, yf, zf)

Similarly any vector, such as the velocity or accelerAtion
vectors, in the Plight Path Coordinate System, (vxj, V vzf),
can be rotated into the equivalent vector in the Cener Coordi-
nate System, (Vxg, vyj, vjg), by using this equation:

[ g o L V,~p si * v[ 9-snp con*, oJ [VYfJ (2-2)

where

(Vxf, Vyf, vzf) z a vector in the Flight Fatb Coordinate
System

(Vxg, Vyg, Vzg) the vector in the General Coordinate Systemequivalert to the vector (Vxf, Vyf, Vzf)

Ihe flight path date also include heading, dive, and roll 4
angles for the aircraft. The dive and roll angles are equivalet.t
in both the Flight Path and General Coordinate Systems. The
heading angle must be tr6.isfarmed into the General Coordinate
System by exe-uinc, this equation:

* f - *1 12-3)

wher o

, *f aircraft headirg angle in the Flight Path Coordinate

r t ott h e

aircra. - headino angle in the General CoordinateSystem equivalent to *f

The data on the Flight Path File are transformed to the Gener-
al Coordinate System by executing Equations 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3 imme-
diately after reading each record Curing execution of Subroutine
READIU.

2-4
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Aircraft Coordinate Stemm

The Aircraft Coordinate System has its origin at some fixed
point on the aircraft. The X-axis points out the nose of the air-.
craft, the Y-axis points out 4-he iuselage on the side with the
left wing, and the Z-axis points out the top of the aircraft.
This sytem is uwed to specify componen and aim point locations,
and to compute look-arnglps to the target.

Transformations

Vectors are transformed from the General to the Aircraft Coor-
dinate System using a transformation matrix, T, determined by the
heading, dive, and roll angles which relate the two coordinate sys-
tems. The derivation of matrix T is deF.endent on the order of the
rotation angles and the direction of each angle. The order of
rotations used in this program is heading, followed by dive, and
then roll.

fFigure 2-2 is used to show an arbitrary coordinate system
with axes Xi, Yl, and Zl being rotated through the sequence of
heading, dive, and roll angles. In the top diagram, the original
coordinate system with axes Xl, Yl, and Zl is being rotated
through a heading angle, , to obtain a system with axes X2, Y2,
and Z2. This new system Ts then rotated in the middle diagram
through a dive angle, , resulting in the system with axes X3 , Y3,
ano Z3. Finally the roll angle transformation is shown in the
bottom diagram, resulting in the system with axes X4 , Y4 , and Z4 .
Figure 2-2 is also used to show the direction of positive heading,
dive, and roll angles, along with the corresponding transformation
matrices. Let '

(x, Y, Z) i  vector in the coordinate system with axes
Xl, Yl, and ZI,

The equivalent vector in the coordinate system with axes X4 , Y4 ,
and Z4 can be computed by:

(x, y, Z) 4  - (x, y, z)l * (HI * (D] * (R] (2-4)

where 'H - heading transformation 
matrix

D - dive transformation matrix
R a roll transformation matrix

Since matrix multiplicaticn is associative, the vector transfor-
mation may use matrix T:

2-5
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CQox* -sin* 0]
4(Xytz)

2 tz)--sin# oe#1

X1  Heading Anle Transformation

X2

Div ngl T ca n e a i n e

3(xxZ) 3 (x* [' 0 1 i01 L-sine 0 conej

y 2Y3 Dive Angle Transformation

X2

xty#9)4  ,,(X#y#2)3  0 Cos$ -aint

z 104ain* con4

Roll Angle Transformation

Y4
+ .Y 3

x mX3 = 4

FIGURE 2-2. Heading, Dive and Roll Transformations.
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(x, y, z)4  a (x, y, z)I * IT) (2-5)

where

(T] a 11i4 * (D) * (R) (2-6)

!uostituting the matrices given in Figu:e 2-2,

Cosm SiP -sn* [ 08 16 0 Co~sin 7)

coaI -sin n cos& 0 0in co[1 (27
0 0 1 -sine 0 cose] 0 sini coo

T coscose -sincos + cosjsinOsin sinisine + cousinecosa]

IT) = sincos8 cos~cos + sin-sin+sinO -consin+ecos (2-8)

-sine cosOsinQ cosecost

The transformation derived in Equations 2-4 through 2-8 is
used in converting from the General Coordinate System to the Air-
craft Coordinate System. In Figure 2-2, as well as Equation 2-5,
the system with axes XI , Y 1 , and ZI corresponds to the General
Coordinate System, and the system with axes X4 , Y4, and Z4 corre-
sponas to the Aircraft Coordinate System. The transformation
matrix in Equation 2-8 is computed and stored by executing Subrou-
tine MATRIX with the heaaing, dive, and roll angles given as
arguments. Since the matrix in Equation 2-8 is orthogonal, its
inverse is simply the transpose of matrix T:

[coscose sinqcosO -sinO 1
[TI = sincoso + cossin6sin cos4Dcos + sin4sinesino cosOsin (2-9)

sinqsin + cossincoso -cos8isin + sinsinecoso cosecoso

This matrix is also stored when Subroutine MATRIX is executed and
is used in transforming from the Aircraft to the General Coordi-
nate Systems. Transformation of any vector from one coordinate
system to another is done by executing Subroutine VXMAT with the
vector and desired transformation specified in the argument list.
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Look-Angles

To compute the presented area for a component, the azimuth
and elevation look-angles of the line from the weapon to the com-
ponent must be computed. In Figure 2-3 the orientations of the
look-angles around the aircraft centroid are shown. The azimuth
look-angle is mearoired from the rear of the aircraft in a counter-
clockwise direction when .iewed from the top of the aircraft. The
elevAtion look-angle is mea3ured from the bottom of the aircraft
(U.U degrees) to the top (18(.0 degrees). The look-angles to a
component use the same orientation, but the system origin is first
translated to the component location. The look-angles to a compo-
nent are computed by converting the vector from the laser location
to the aircraft centroid into the Aircraft Coordinate System and
adding the vector locating the componcnt on the aircraft.

Gta = Gtg*(Ti (2-10)

Gca - Gta + Ca (2-11)

where

Gtg - vector from the laser location to the target center in
the General Coordinate System

Gta - vector in the Aircraft Coordinate System equivalent to
Gtg

Ca - vector locating the component in the Aircraft
Coordinate System

Gca - vector trom the laser location to the component in the

Aircraft Coordinate Syster, with components (cx, cy, cz)

The look-angles to the co.nent are then computed using:

Alc m tan-l(cy/cx) (2-12)

Elc - w/2 - tan-1 (cz/(cx 2 + cy 2 )1/2 ) (2-13)

where

Alc - azimuth look-angle of the line from the laser location
to the component; 0.0 < Alc <_ 2w

Elc - elevation look-angle of the line from the laser
location to the component; 0.0 < Elc <

2-8
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The look-angles computed by using Fquations 2-12 and 2-13
result in angles which, when oriented as shown in Figure 2-3, are
the proper angles to point a vector from the component back
towards the laser location; that is, the look-angles define the
negative of the vector Gca. The relationship of the vector Gca-,
and the look-angles is shown in Figure 2-4. Note that the coordi-
nate system in this figure is obtained by translating the origin
of the Aircraft Coordinate System to the component center. The
range of values for the angles Alc and Llc is achieved by using

the ATAN2 FORTRAN function and some IF statements in Subroutine
LOKANG. The azimuth and elevation look-angles to an aim point on
the target are computed by the same procedure substituting the aim
point location for the component location.

Encounter Coordinate System

The Uinal coordinate system is used for computations involv-
ing the laser beam interacting with the target. The Encounter
Coordinate System has its origin at one of the aim points on the
target. The X-axis points along the line-of-sight toward the
la,'er location, so that the YZ-plane is perpendicular to the
line-of-sight. The angular transformation from the Aircraft to
the Encounter Coordinate Systems involves a heading rotation, 4,
of the XY-plane, followed by a dive rotation, 0, of the new
XZ-plane. The rotation angles are computed using

4 Aj a - n (2-14)

0 1/2 - Ela (2-15)

where

Ala = azimuth look-angle of the line from the laser location
to the aim point; 0. < Ala ( 21

Ela = elevation look-angle of the line from the laser
location to the aim point; 0.0 < Ela <r

-P = rotation angle for the XY-plane; -w < T <

e a rotation angle for the XZ-plane after rotation through
7/ T 2  e 7r /2

Figure 2-5 is used to show the relationship of the angles t), Ala,
0 and Ela ..n the Encounter Coordinate System. These rotations are
equivalent to the first two shown in Figure 2-2. By assigning a
roll angle equal to 0.0, the Aircraft to Encounter Coordinate Sys-
tem transformation matrix can be computed using Equation 2-6 with
heading and dive angles from Equations 2-14 and 2-15. This is
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Z

Gca

Laserc
- IZ

Alc is the angle computed by using Equation 2-12 in the
translated coordinate system, and is equivalent to the
azimuth look-angle Alc.

Elc is the angle computed by using Equation 2-13 in the
translated coordinate system and is equivalent to the
eievation look-angle Elc.

Figure 2-4. Look-angle Computation.
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Za

N

Z e

e

x

aa

Xe -Z (
/a

Laser
Location

Xa, Ya' and Za are the Aircraft Coordinate System Axes
translated to the aim point.

Xe, Ye, and Ze are the Encounter Coordinate System Axes.

Figure 2-5. Rotation Angles into the Encounter Coordinate System.
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done by simply invoking Subroutine MATRIX with the new rotation

angles as the arguments.

TRACKING CONkUTATIONS

The tracking module in the ASALT-.I Model is used to evaluate
two conditions which are prerequisites for the simulation of laser
firing. The first condition is that the minimum prefire track
tiLTe nmust be satisfied. This computation is a simple comparison
of time values. The second condition is the comparison of the
weapon slewing rates with the maximums for the system established
by the user on Card 7 of the input ueck. The slewing rates are
computed by evaluating the first derivatives of the weapon-to-tar-
get azimuth and elevation angles. The az4Tmuth and elevation
angles of the vector from the weapon to the target are computee :y

Az = tan-I (y/x) (2-16)

= tan-I (z/(x 2 + y2 )1/2 ) (2-17)

where

Az = azimuth angle of the line from the weapon to the target

El = elevation angle of the line from the weapon to the
target

(x,y,z) = vector from the laser locatior to the target in the
General Coordinate System !j

Using the prime notation for derivatives with respect to time, the
azimuth slew rate eQuation is

AZI (y/x)'/[l + (y/x)2) 2-a

Az' - (xy' - x'y)/(x 2 + y2 ) (2-19)

The elevation slew rate equation is:

E = z/ (x + y2)I/2 "1 + z/ (X2 + Y2)/1 (220)

E ~z 2 [(xx' + yy' + zz')/(x' + Y+ z2]*[/2+ )l] (2-21)

2-13
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whetr e

Az' - azimuth slew rate

Li' = elevation slew rate

(x',y',z') = rate A change in the aircraft position vector; the
aircraft velccity vector

BLAM PROPAGATION

As the laser beam propagates through the air, its power
oecreases due to interaction with molecules and particulate matter
in the atmosphere. The propagation module of the program uses an
array of attenuation factors which are a function of range to simu-
late the effects of atmospheric attenuation on the beam.

One possible countermeasure for use against a laser beam is a
smoke corridor. The principle is that a thick cloud of smoke
would further degrade the beam power reaching the aircraft. A
smoke corridor may be modeled in the program by specifying two end
points in the General Coordinate System for the corridor on Card
l(i of the input deck. The power degradation due to smoke interfer-
ence occurs only , '.n the vector from the laser location to the
target intersects the line between the smoke corridor end points
as shown in Figure 2-6. This intersection requires satisfaction
of two mathematical conditions: first, the azimuth angle from the
laser to the aircraft must be between the azimuth angles from the

laser to the end points of the smoke corridor; second, the range
from the laser to the aircraft must be greater than the range from
the laser to the point of intersection. The first condition is
evaluated by simply comparing azimuth angles. The second condi-
tion requires that the point of intersection (xi, yi) be deter-
mined so that the ranges may be compared. The computation of the
intersection point involves the solution of two simultaneous V
equations. The point of intersection may be expressed as:

xi xw + Sw(Xa - xw) (2-22)

Yi Yw + sw(Ya - Yw) (2-23)

where

x i - x-coordinate of the point of intersection
yi - y-coordinate of the point of intersection
x w - x-coordinate of the weapon location
yw y-coordinate of the weapon location
Xa - x-coordinate of the aircraft location

Ya - y-coordinate of the aircraft location

2-14
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Y9

(xw, Yw) (xs 2 ,ys2)

(xsl1 Ysl)

Figure 2-6. Smoke Corridor Geometry.
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sw  fraction of the horizontal distance between the laser

and aircraft at which the point of intersection lies

The same point of intersection may be expressed as:

xi Xst + ss(xs2 - xsl) (2-24)

Yi = Ysl + 8s(Ys2 - Ysl) (2-25)

where

Xsl - x-coordinate of the smoke corridor first end point
Ysl - y-coordinate of the smoke corridor first end point

Xs2 - x-coordinate of the smoke corridor second end point
Ys2 - y-coordinate of the smoke corridor second end point
ss - fraction of the distance between the first and second

end points at which the point of intersection lies.

Equations 2-22 and 2-24 as well as 2-23 and 2-25 can be equated
resulting in two simultaneous equations with two unknowns, sw and
Ss , as shown below.

xw + Sw(Xa - xw ) - Isl + Ss(xs 2 - xsl) (2-26)

Yw + sw(Ya - Yw) " Ysl + ss(Ys2 - Ysl) (2-27)

L,.ving Equation 2-26 for sw and substituting into Equation 2-27
results in an expression which can be solved for the term s.

(Ya Yw) (Xs " X) + (Xa - xw)(Yw - ysl -
(Ys2 Ysl) (Xa - x) - (X92 - xsl)(Ya - Yw )  (

By valuating Equation 2-28 first, the fraction ss, can be substi-
tv'ted into Equations 2-24 and 2-25 resulting in the values for the
cc dinates of the point of intersection. The rest of the smoke
corridor problem consists of simple distance computations and
comparisons.

DAMAGE

In order for a laser beam to damage an aircraft, the power in
the laser beam must accumulate over a period of time until the to-
tal energy absorbed by some component is adequate. In the ASALT-I
Model, the user selects up to 10 aim points on the aircraft. Asso-
ciated with each aim point is an envelope defining the range of
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look-angles at which the aim point can be hit, and a pair of stan-
dard oeviations for the errors in locating and holding a beam on
the aim point. The probability of hitting a component is computed
by determining the rectangular presented area of the component,
computing the total standard deviations, and integrating an offset
Gaussian probability density function over the component presented
area. An example target with components, aim points, and an aim
point envelope is snown in Figure 2-7. The probability of hit is
multiplied by an integration time interval to uetermine the ex-
pected time duration of the laser beam center on the component of
interest. The expected time multiplied by thp attenuated beam
power results in the amount of energy reaching the component
ouring the time interval. By summing the added energies for each
time interval, the total expected energy on the component is ob-
tained. Component Pk is dependent on the total energy accumula-
ted. The component Fk's are then combined using fault tree struc-
tures resulting in subgroup and total target Pk's for each kill
category. All of the damage computations are evaluated separately
for every aim point.

Component Rectangular Presented Area

The user assembling the input data deck must include a loca-
tion, as well as 26 presented areas and widths for each component
on Cards 13 and 14. These data are used in the ASALT-I Program to
determine the location and boundaries of the component presented
area based on the current weapon-to-aircraft geometry. Each pre-
sented area and width pair may be interpreted as the area and hor-
izontal length as seen from the weapon location when the look--
angles define the orientation between the weapon and component.
In Figure 2-8 the width and presented area for a component are
shown for an azimuth look-angle equal to 225 degrees and an eleva-
tion look-angle equal to 135 degrees (refer to Figure 2-3 for
look-angle orientations). The figure depicts the target as it f
would be seen from the weapon location.

The 26 standard sets of azimuth and elevation look-angles
used in this program are listed in Table 2-1. For an arbitrary
set of azimuth and elevation look-angles from the laser location
to the component, the presented area and width are interpolated
from the 26 sets of input values. Subroutine INT26 is used to
select four of the 26 standard look-angles which geometrically
st'rround the current look-angles, and to perform an interpolation
between the corresponding sets of presented areas and widths.

2-17
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Figure 2-7. Components, Aim Points, and Aim Point
Envelopes in the Target Model.
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,.7" lidth

Figure 2-8. Example Component Presented Area and Width.

Table 2-1. Standard Look-angles for Component Presented Areas
and Widths.

--- LOOK-ANGLES .... LOOK-ANGLES ---
INDEX AZIMUTH ELEVATION INDEX AZIMUTH ELEVATION

1 0 0 14 180 90
2 0 45 15 225 90
3 45 45 16 270 90
4 90 45 17 3±5 90

135 45 18 0 135
6 180 45 19 45 135
7 225 45 20 90 135
8 270 45 21 135 135
9 315 45 22 180 135

10 0 90 23 225 135
11 45 90 24 270 135
12 90 90 25 315 135
13 135 90 26 0 180
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Proabiit of Hit

The probability of hitting the component is computed assuming
the component has a rectangular presented area and that the normal
(Gaussian) probability uenslty function describes the accuracy of
the beam center hitting the aim point. with these assumptions,
the i.robability of nit is computed by integrating a two-dimension-
al normal probability density function centered at the aim point,
over limits defined by the offset component presented area. The
mathematical expression used is:

+ g /2 zex 22

H -1+ / z exp 22 dzdy (2-29)
2Y z 22y 20z2Y1 -gy/2 z - /2Y 2

where

y- total standard deviation in the direction of the Y-axis
of the Encounter Coordinate System

,- total standard deviation in the direction of the Z-axis
of the Encounter Coordinate System

Yl= y-coordinate of the component centroid in the Enc,',inter
Coordinate System

2i z-coordinate of the component centroid in the Encounter
Coordinate System

gy width of the component presented area

gz= height of the component presented area

]H* probability of hitting a rectangular component offset
from the aim point

The standard deviations in Equation 2-29 are computed by combining
standard deviations in aim point location and jitter using these
equations

-Y (a jy2  'a o2) 1/2 (2-3u)

(2-31)

- + a 2) 1/2
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where

ajy a standard deviation aue to jitter of the beam in the
direction of the Y-axis of the Encounter Coordinate
System

Ojz - standard deviation due to jitter of the beam in the
direction of the Z-axis of the Encounter Coordinate
System

Gay - standard deviation of the error in locating and
tracking the aim point in the direction of the Y-axis
of the Encounter Coordinate System

Gaz - standard deviation of the error in locating and
tracking the aim point in the direction of the Z-axis
of the Encounter Coordinate System

The probability of hit, IH, in Equation 2-29 is computed as the
product of two integrals

PH fYi + exp (Y2/2Y2) dy

oyy

[ Z l - g/ 2

• exp z/a2 dz (2-32)

1 - g/2

Each of these integrals is evaluated by using a modified version
of an approximation from Approximations for Digital Computers by
Hastings. 4

4 Hastings, Cecil Jr., assisted by Hayward, Jeanne T., and
Wong, James P. Jr., Approximations for Digital Computers,
page 187, Princeton University Press (1955)
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Hastings approximates this integral

O(x) - f e_ dt (2-33)

0

by using

OW) + aix + a 2X 2 + a 3 x 3 + a 4 4 +a 5X 5 + a6X6 ) )161 (2-34)

where

al a U.0705230784
a2 a 0.0422820123
a3 a 0.0092705272
a4 v 0.0001520143
a5 - 0.0002765672
a6 - 0.0000430638

The probability of hit along one axis is one of the factors from

Equation 2-32. Using the Y-axis as an example

* . exp y2/2 dy (2-35)

Hy sr Ia2,2 2
' l - g y/2

y

~~Hy~ ex (q.2 2 d/]

1 r
fY ~ / exp (Y /2a2 dyl

-J -9 - 222)ep ( Y 2 (2-36)

2Hy P [y, + (gyI2)] - (2-37) i
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where

P(yl + gy/2) = integral of the normal probability density
function evaluateO from -- to (Yl + gy/2)

P(yl - gy/2) = integral of the normal probability density
-; function evaluated from -- to (yl - gy/ 2 )

Ply = probability of hit within the y directioial
limits of the component presented area

Since the normal probability density function used in Equations
2-35 and 2-36 has a mean at y=O, and the integral of this function
from -- to the mean equals one-half, the first term in Equation
2-37 may be written as:

I1 gY. + g y/2

P [yl+ (gy/2)] = + V-1 yiJO exp (-y2/2y 2) dy (2-38)

2

Substituting

t =
v"-a

y

V2 a
y

y+ g /2

Yl 
+  2/2 _ 1

S f e ( t2

y 2

NIow let

Idt p /
X Y

pV ) I exp (-t 2)d (2-40)3
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and using the Hastings approximation from Equations 2-33 and 2-34.

-(& -r+) (2-41)

2 2
+ a+ a 5  +ax7'(-2

The approximation used in Function DFN to implement Equation 2-42
uses the equivalent equation:

/(X . - 0.5/ 1 + b x + bX 2 + bX 3 + b x4 + b x5 + b 6  (2-43)

where 
I

b, al/2 1/2 = 0.0498673469

b 2 = a2/2 2/ 2 = 0.0211410061

b3= a3/23/2 - 0.0032776263

b 4 - a4/2 4/ 2 - 0.0000380036

*b 5 = a5/2
5/ 2 = 0.0000488906

b 6 - a6/26/2 - 0.000005383

This approximation for function, P, is used for both terms in Equa-
tion 2-37 and also for the probability of hit along the Z-axis, so
Equation 2-32 is evaluated in Function PHIT using the equation:

]2-24I .I.......,,
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gj /2) (l /2)

[ ( 1 + /z 2)- P(Z Oz/2) (2-44)

Fk Computations

Component Pk's are determined by the total amount of energy
accumulated cn the component. On Card 15 of the input data deck,
the user must specify component Pk at ten levels of accumulated
energy for every component. Once the accumulated energy is known,
component Pk is computed by linear interpolation of the component
Pk values for the accumulated energy level.

The last set of cards in the input data deck (Card 17) is
used to define as many as three aircraft fault tree structures.
These structures are used to determine the method for combining
component Pk's into total aircraft Pk's for each kill category,
possibly utilizing several levels of subgroups. Subroutine FALTRE
is used to interpret the fault tree structures stored in array MUL
and compute Pk's for each group by properly combining Pk's for the
subgroups. The mathematical technique for computing a total air-
craft Pk using a fault tree description is discussed in the text
that follows using an example fault tree with two intermediate
levels. In this discussion the word, subgroup, refers to a set of
components; and the word, group, refers to a set of subgroups.

Referring to Figure 2-9, a target is illustrated in space as
a symbolic shape. The most elemental building block of the target
is a component, of which six appear in the example. Combinations
of components form subgroups, three of which are presented in the
example. Subgroups are combined into groups, there being two
groups in the displayed target. A fault tree diagram of the same
target is shown in Figure 2-10. The analogy between Figure 2-9
and the appearance of a political map is directly applicable. For
example, if Sven Forkbeard asks his field marshal, "What happens
to Ta'getsland if we take Essthree County?", the field marshal
must answer, "I am told by my spies that we can control the State,
Geetwo, depending upon the momentary defenses of Esstwo County.*
The vulnerability of a group must therefore be described by how
many of its subgroups must be killed in order to kill the group
containing them.

2-25
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SSl

'! '7

Gop:G, c2 / C5

" / " -S --- G1

S3 C6 " C "

C4

n2

S2

Components: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 " ... Component Boundary

Subgroups: SI, S2, S3 B ubgroup Boundary

iGroups: G1, G2 Group Boundary

Figure 2-9. Construction of a Target with Redundant Subgroups.
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Si

Group 1 Cl
G1 I

S2 S3

C2

C 3

Group 2 _ c5
G2 _c_5

C4

C6

Figure 2-10. Fault Tree for the Target in Figure 2-9.
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In order to completely aoscribe the vulnerability of a
target, the following definitions are made:

Ncompsj - number of components in the jth subgroup

Nsubk - number of subgroups constituting the kth group

Ngroup = number of groups into which the entire target is
divided

Nreqk - number of subgroups required to be killed in the
kth group in order to score a kill for the entire
group

In this example, each subgroup is a singly vulnerable collec-
tion of components and computation of a subgroups's kill probabil-
ity makes use of Equation 2-45:

Ncomps

Pksj 1- (1 - Pkc i) (2-45)

where

Pksj = kill probability for subgroup j
Pkc i - kill probability for component i

nerable collection of groups, and the total target kill probabil-

ity is computed with a similar equation

Ngroup

Pk 1 - H (1 - Pkgn) (2-46)
n=1

where

Pk - probability of kill for the total target
Pkgn - kill probability for group n

Mathematical statements like Equations 2-45 and 2-46 are
evaluated in Subroutine FALTRE to determine the Pk for any group
of singly vulnerable subgroups.

In this example, group G2 contains redundant or parallel sub-
groups, and its probability of kill depends on the number of sub-
group kills required to cause failure of the entire group. The
following paragraphs are used to describe the method used to com-
pute Pk's for parallel or redundant subgroups. i
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Each subgroup ic assumed to exist in only a kill or survive

state. The probabilities for each state are:

Pksn - probability that the nth subgroup is killed

(1 - Pksn) probability that the nth subgroup survives

In a probability sample space, the probability content of the
total area of the space is unity, i.e. the probability of all pos-
sible events occurring is one. Figure 2-11 is a graphical repre-
sentation of the probability space for a group of two subgroups.
The areas constituting Figure 2-11, numbered 1 through 4, repre-
sent all combinations of events in the sample space defined by two
subgroups with two possible states. Let us now apply a condi-
tional constraint upon the events, specifying interest in accoun-
ting for only those events where at least one subgroup is killed.
For the example, the probability becomes the sum of the areas 2,
3, and 4

P(one kill) = P 2)+ P@03+ P (2-47)

1.0
1 SURVIVES 1 KILLED

KILLED 2 KILLED 2 KILLED

STATES 2 SUVVE KILLED
2 SURVIVES 2 SURVIVES '

SURVIVES

0. __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.0 SURVIVES KILLED 1.0

SUBGROUP 1 STATES-- f

Figure 2-11. Probability Space of Two Subgroups.
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or, substituting the appropriate survival and kill probabilities
for the summed terms of Ecuation 2-47,

F(one kill) = (Pksl) (1-Pks 2 ) + (l-Pksl) (Pks 2 ) + (Pksl) (Pks 2 ) (2-48

Let:

P(Nreqk) probability of group kill, given that at least
iwreqk subgroups must be killed

As in the p:eceoing example, the probability of a group kill,
P(hreq k ) , is computed as the sum of the exclusive event probabil-
ities, for all events satisfying the specified outcome, i.e. at
least F reqk subgroup kills. This sum can be implemented by intro-
ducing a binary number with NsubK binary digits and a function,
Bn(j), to select one of these bits.

Define

En(j) = binary bit of order n in the binary number represent-
ing (j-l), for example Bl(6) is the first order bit
of the binary number representing 5 i.e. the right-
hand digit of 0101 (bits are numbered from right to
left).

Now define

Fn(j) = Pks 0 , the kill probability of the nth subgroup if

(l-Pksn) , the 6urvival probability of the nth

subgroup if Bn(j)aO

For an exclusive event, Aj, in the sample space of all combina-

tions of subgroup kills and survivals, the probability of the
event can be computed using the expression:

Nsubk

P (Aj) J F(j) (2-49)

where

Aj- one exclusive event consisting of a unique combina-
tion '. kills and survivals for subgroups
1 , . .ubk
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P(Aj) probability of event Aj

Since only two states, kill or survive, are allowed for each sub--
group, the number of possible combinations of subgroup states in
the sample space can be computed using

E= 2N s u b k (2-50)

where

N - total number of possible combinations of subgroup
states in the sample space.

Ine sum of all events in the sample space is one.

M
= P(Aj) (2-51)

j=l

2 NsUbk Nsubk

1 11 H F n(j) (2-52)
j=l n=l

By introducing another term to include only the desired events
from the sample space, the group kill probability can be computed:

2Nsubk Nsub

P(Nreqk) =i(j)[ Fn(J) (2-53)

j=l na=l -
where

I(j) - 1 if at least Nreqk terms of the product, Fn(j), areNSUbk
kill probabilities; i.e. if Z Bnl(j)>Nreqk

Nsubk
X Bn (j)<Nreqk

n=l

Equation 2-53 is the formulation mechanized in Subroutine MYHART.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYNL-OLS

This subsection contains a complete list of symbols used in
the Mathematical tModel. The list is arranged alphabetically with
capital letters preceaing lower case letters and Greek letters at
the end. The list is divided into four columns with the symbols
printed in the le'- column and their definitions printed in the
third column. If a mathe:.atical symbol has an equivalent FORIRAN
variable name in the program source code, the FORTRAN name is
printed in the second column. The fourth column is used to
indicate thQ units of the value for the symbol when any apply.

0
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent n Definition Units

or symbol Smulode
A -- oOne exclusive event ND*

consisting of a unique

combination of kills
and survivals for sub-
groups 1,2,...Nsubk;

1 < j < 2 Nsubk

AIMAZ Azimuth look-angle of radians

the line from the laser

to the aim point; 0.0 <

Ala < 27

A c  COMPZA Azimuth look-angle of radians

the line from the laser

to the component; 0.0 <

A1c _ 21T

Azimuth angle of 
the radians

line from the weapon to

the target in the Gener-

al Coordinate System

"z AZDOT Azimuth slew rate of 
radians/

the laser weapon second

Constant used in 
the ND

Hastings approximation;=0.07052307844

Constant used in 
the ND

a2  
Hastings approximation;

=0.0422820123

Constant used 
in the ND

a3  Hastings approximation;

=0.0092705272

Constant used in 
the ND

a4  
Hastings approximation;
=0.0001520143

*Nondimensional
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Fquivalent inSimulation Dfinition Units
or symbol Model

a5  Constant used in the ND
Hastings approximation;
=0.0002765672

a6  Constant used in the 1ID
Hastings approximation;
=0.0000430638

Bn (J) The binary bit of order ND
n in the binary number
representing (j-1), for
example B1 (6) is the
first order bit of the
binary number represent-
ing 5 i.e. the right
hand bit of 0101 (Bits
are numbered from right
to left)

--- Constant used in the ND
modified Hastings
approximation;
=0.0498673469

Constant used in the ND
modified Hastings
approximation
=0.0211410061

b3 Constant used in the ND
modified Hastings
approximation;
=0.0032776263

Constant used in the ND
4 modified Hastings

approximation;
=0.0000380036

b Constant used in the ND
modified Hastings
approximation;
-0.0000488906
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent ineUnitsorsbl Simulation 
Definitionunt

or s w~bol Model

Constant used in 
the ND

6  modified Hastings

approximation;
O.000005383

C Co0 4p((,ICOMP),Vector locating 
the meters

1-1,2,3 component in the Air-

craft Coordinate System

D(l) x-component of the 
meters

cx  vector from the laser
location to the compo-
nent in the Aircraft
Coordinate System

D(2) y-component of the 
meters

y vector from the laser

location to the compo-

nent in the Aircraft
Coordinate System

D(3) z-component of the meters

z  
vector from the laser

location to the compo-
nent in the Aircraft
Coordinate System

D --- Dive transformation 
ND

matrix

--- Elevation angle of 
the radians

line from the weapon
to the target

E ELDOT Elevation slew rate radians/

for the laser weapon second

E AIMEL Elevation look-angle radians

Ela of the line from the

laser to the aim point
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbrcviation Fquivaletin Definition Units
or symbol Model

Elc COMPEL Elevation look-angle radians
of the line from the
laser to the component

Fn(J) PKM(N) Pksn, the kill probabil- ND
ity of the nth subgroup
if Bn(j)-l; otherwise
(-PkSn), the survival
probability of the nth
subgroup if Bn(J)=

G Vector from the laser meters
Gca location to the compo-

nent in the Aircraft
Coordinate System with
vector components (cx
cy, cz)

G-- Vector in the Aircraft meters
ta Coordinate System equ.-

valent to Gtg

GUNTAR(I), Vector from the laser meters

Gtg 1,2,3 location to the target

center in the General
Coordinate System

Width of the component radians
Y presented area

Height of the compo- radians
nent presented area

H Heading transformation ND
matrix
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent in
osybl Simulation . Definition Units
or smbolModel

1(j)=1 if at least Nreqk ND
terms of the product.,
lIFn(j), are kill prob-

abilities, i.e. if/
Nsub

E Bfl(j)>Nreqk
n=lI

=0 if at least L+NSubk-
Nreak terms of the
product, IlFn(j), areI
survival probabili-4
ties, i.e. if
NsubkI; n~l~fBn(j)<Nreqk N

M --- Number ofpossible corn- N
binations of subgroup
states in the sample
space; M=2Nsub~k

Ncomps. LSYS Number of components in ND
the jth subgroup

Ngroup LSYS Number of groups into WD
which the entire target
is divided

Nreqk LREQ Number of subgroups re- ND
k quired to be killed in

tt-e kth group in order
to score a kill for the
entire group

Nsub k LSYS N=.rber of subroups con- ND
stituting the kth group

P(A. - Probability of event A ND
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Fquivalent inAbbrcviation ru va nt n
or symbol Simulation Definition Units

Model

P PHIT Probability of hitting ND
a rectangular component
offset from the aim
point

P y PHITY Probability of hit ND
within the y directional
limits of the component
presented area

Pk --- Probability of kill for ND
the total target

Pkc i  -Kill probability fcr ND
component i

Pkgn - Kill probability for ND
group n

Pks- Kill probability for ND
subgroup j

P(Nreq --- Probability of group ND
kill, given that at

least Nreqk subgroups
must be killed

P(one kill) --- Probability of at least ND
one kill in a group con-
sisting of two subgroups

P(yl+  ) Integral of the normal ND
probability densityfunction evaluated from

- to (yl+gy/2)

PlYl- ) --- Integral of the normal ND
probability density
f nction evaluated from
-c to (yl-gy/2)

R Roll transformation ND
matrix
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent in
oreviton Simulation Definition Units
or syiiol Model

s S Fraction of the distance NDbetween the smoke cor-

ridor first and second
end points at which the
point of intersection
with the laser to air-
craft vector lies

sw --- Fraction of the horizon- NDtal distance between the
laser and aircraft at
which the point of inter-
section with the smoke
corridor lies

T TRANS Transformation matrix ND
between two coordinate
systems; product of
heading, dive, and roll
transformation matrices

Vxf x-component of a vector ND
in the Flight Path

Coordinate System

V x-component of a vector ND
xg in the General Coordi-

nate SyStem equivalent
to (vxf, Vyf, Vzf)

Vyf --- y-component of a vector NDin the Flight Path
Coordinate System

V--- y-component of a vectox ND
in the General Coordi-
nate System equivalent
to (vxf, Vyf, Vzf)

V.f . z-component of a vector ND
in the Flight Path
Coordinate System
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Fquivalent in
osybl Simulation Definition Units
or smbolModel

v zg -- z-component of a vector ND
in the General Coordi-
nate System equivalent
to (Vxf, Vyfi Vzf)

X a TARGET(l) x-coordinate of the meters
aircraft location in
the General Coordinate
Sy stem

x f XIN x-coordinate of the meters
aircraft location in
the Flight Path Coordi-
nate System

Xr XFP x-coordinate of the re- meters
fr ference point in the

Flight Path Coordinate
System

xOTAPE(2,I) x-coordinate of the lo- meters
g cation in the General

Coordinate System equi-
valent to (xf, yf, zf)

x gr XG x-coordinate of the re- meters
ference point in the
General Coordinate
System

x.i XY(l) x-coordinate of the meters
1 point of intersection of

the smoke corridor and
weapon-to-aircraft line

x lSMOKX(l) x-coordinate of the meters
smoke corridor first
end point

xSMOKX(2) x-coordinate of the meters
s2 swoke courridor second

end point
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

# Abbreviation Equivalent in
or symbol Simulation Definition UnitsModel

x GUN(l) x-coordinate of the meters
weapon location in the
General Coordinate
System

(xIy,z) GUNTAR Vector from the laser meters
location to the target
in the General Coordi-
nate System

(x'Y,yz) (TXDOT,TYDOT, Rate of change in the meters/TZDOT) aircraft position vec- second

tor; the aircraft velo-
city vector

(xy,z) --- Vector in the coordinate ND
system with axes XI , YI,
and Z1

(xyz) --- Vec-'or in the coordinate ND .1
(xyz 2 system with axes X2 , Y2 ,

and Z2 ; equivalent to
(x,y,z)l

(xyz)3  --- Vector in the coordinate ND
system with axes X3 , Y3,

and Z3; equivalent to
(xy,z)2

(xyz)4  --- Vector in the coordinate ND
(xy )4 system with axes X4 , Y4 ,

and Z4 ; equivalent to
(x,y,z) 3

Ya TARGET(2) y-coordin&te of the meters
aircraft location in
the General Coordinate
System
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Equivalent in
Abbreviation Simulation Definition Units
or symbol Model

Yf YIN y-coordinate of the meters
aircraft location in
the Flight Path Coordi-
nate System

Yfr YFP y-coordinate of the re- meters
ference point in the
Flight Path Coordinate
System

yg OTAPE(3,I) y-coordinate of the 1o- meters
cation in the General
Coordinate System equi-
valent to (xf, yf, zf)

Ygr YG y-coordinate of the re- meters
ference point in the Gen-

eral Coordinate System
yi XY(2) y-coordinate of the meters

point of intersection of

the smoke corridor and
weapon-to-aircraft line

Ysl SMOKY(1) y-coordinate of the meters
smoke corridor first
end point

ys2 SMOKY(2) y-coordinate of the meters
smoke corridor second
end point

GUN(2) y-coordinate of the wea- meters
yw. pon location in the Gen-

eral Coordinate System

yl COMPE(2) y-coordinate of the radians
component centroid in
the Encounter Coordinate
System, measured in
radians from the laser
location
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent in
or symbol Simulation Definition Units

Model

Zf OTAPE(4,I) z-coordinate of the meters
aircraft location in
the Flight Path Coordi-
nate System

z OTAPE(4,I) z-coordinate of the lo- meters
g cation in the General

Coordinate System equi-
valent to (xf, yf, zf)

z gr ZG z-coordinate of the re- meters
ference point in the
General Coordinate
System

z COMPE(3) z-coordinate of the radians
component centroid in
the Encounter Coordinate
System measured in radi-
ans from the laser
location

6 --- Rotation angle for the radians
XZ-plane after rotation
through T, when convert-
ing from the Aircraft
to the Encounter Coordi-
nate Systems

3.14159265 radians

0ay SIGMA(IAIM,1) Standard deviation of radians
the error in locating
and tracking the aim
point in the direction
of the Y-axis of the
Encounter Coordinate
System
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation rquivalent in
or symbo Simulation Definition Units

Model

aaz SIGMA(IAM,2) Standard deviation of radians
the error in locating
and tracking the aim
point in the direction
of the Z-axis of the
Encounter Coordinate
System

Ijy YJITTR Standard deviation due radians
to jitter of the beam
in the direction of the
Y-axis of the Encounter
Coordinate System

yjz ZJITTR Standard deviation due radians
to jitter of the beam in
the direction of the Z-
axis of the Encounter
Coordinate System

a SIGY Total standard devia- radians
tion in the direction
of the Y-axis of the
Encounter Coordinate
System

SIGZ Total standard devia- radiansItion in the direction

of the Z-axis of the
Encounter Coordinate
System

(x) Integral evaluated by ND

the Hastings approxima-
tion

Rotation angle for the radians
XY-plane in a transfor-
mation between coordi-
nate systems
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
(MATHEMATICAL MODEL)

Abbreviation Equivalent inor sAvbol Simulation Definition Units
Model

lf OTAPE(13,I) Aircraft heading angle radians
in the Flight Path Coor-
dinate System

PSI Rotation angle from the radians
X-axis of the Flight
Path Coordinate System
to the X-axis of the
General Coordinate Sys-
tem (a positive rotation
is counterclockwise when
viewed from above; i.e.
the positive Z-axis)
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SECTION III

INPUT

There are two input files required when executing the ASALT-I
Model. The first input file, called the data deck, is read from
Logical Unit #5 and consists of formatted reCords or cards. The
second input file, read from Logical Unit #1U, contains the air-
craft flight path data on a binary tape generated by executing the
Engagement Model. This section is used to describe these input
files by presenting the order of the records on both files, and
listing definitions for all input parameters. This information is
primarily in tabular form so that this section may be used fre-
quently as a quick reference source while preparing the program
input.

FILL5 - INPUT UATA DECK

The input data deck consists of 17 different card types
arranged in the order shown in Figure 3-1. Following the figure,
a set of data card description forms is used to present the de-
tails of each card type including parameter definitions, formats,
units, and locations of each field on the card. The card contents
and card ID number printed on the top rows of each data card de-
scription form correspond to a card contents and ID number in
Figure 3-1. The columns of each data card description form are
used to list the units, definition, format, and card column loca-
tion for each input parameter. Cards 1 through 10 are read during
execution of Subroutine READY and contain parameters which
describe the laser characteristics or select various program
options. Cards 11 through 17 contain parameters describing the
target aircraft and are read during execution of Subroutines ACIN
and 14VINPT.

The components of the aircraft can be arranged in a variety
of fault tree structures by the parameters on the final group of
cards, which use the Card 17 format. These cards contain alpha-
numeric data which are read and interpreted by executing Subrou-
tine MVINPT, and enable a user of the ASALT program to use an
English-like description to define fault trees for as many as
three aircraft kill categories. Subroutine EKOMUL is executed
after Subroutine MVINFT to print the fault trees as part of the
program output

I
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CARD ID NUMBER: 1

CARD CONTENTS: Time Step and Line Printer Control

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN
1 TDELT seconds Time interval be- E8.0 1-8

tween each itera-

tion of the progrn
computations

2 IPRINT Number of time I8 9-16
intervals (equal
to TDELT) between
each line of line
printer output;
if IPRINT=O, only
the final damage
summary is printed

3 LINLIM --- Number of lines 18 17-24
printed on each
line printer page;
a heading is
printed at the top
of each new line
printer page by
counting lines of
output and compar-
ing with this
number

3
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CARD ID NUMBER: 2

CARD CONTENTS: Weapon Location & Coordinate Systems Reference
Point

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 GUN(l) meters K-coordinate of the E8.0 1-8weapon location in
he General Coordi-
nate Syatem

2 GUN(2) meters -coordinate of the E8.0 9-16
eapon location in
he General Coordi-
ate System

3 GUN(3) meters -coordinate of the E8.0 17-24
eapon location in
he General Coordi-
ate System

4 XFP meters -coordinate of the E8.0 25-32
eference point in
he Flight Path
oordinate System

5 YFP meters F-coordinate of the E8.0 33-40
reference point in
:he Flight Path
:oordinate System

6 XG meters x-coordinate of the E8.0 41-48
reference point in
:he General Coordi-
late System

7 YG meters f-coordinate of th E8.0 49-56
,,eference point in
:he General Coordi-
late System

8 ZG meters z-coordinate of the E8.0 57-64eference point in
-he General Coordi-
iate System

NOT-: The refer nce point has a z-coordinat equal t 0.0 in

L. W,
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CARD ID NUMBER: 2 (concluded)

CARD CONTENTS: Weapon Location & Coordinate Systems Re-ference
Point

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

9 PS degrees Rotation angle E8.0 65-72
about the Flight

Path Coordinate Sys
tem Z-axis, from
the Flight Path
Coordinate System
to the General Coo
dinate System. PST
is positive in the
counterclockwise
direction when
viewed from above.

NOTE: The refer nce poir t may be any point in the XYf plane
of the Fl ght Path Coordinate System. It is s lected
by the us r and is needed for transforming coo dinates
from the light Path Coordinate System to the eneral
Coordinati System.

3-
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WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FR . COLUM

2 NFATN-- umber of elements 18 1-16

in th- latmsericu

array, r rom#
ea mCard ;4;AT<-

IPLX1
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CARD ID NUMBER: 4

CARD CONTENTS: Laser Flux Emission Rates

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 FLUX(l) watts/ Rate of laser flux E8.0 1-8
2 emission from timecm 0.0 to time

FLTIME(l)

2 FLUX(2) watts/ Rate of laser flux E8.0 9-16
2 emission at time

cm FLTIME(2)

3 FLUX(3) watts/ Rate of laser flux E8.0 17-24
2 emission at time

cm FLTIM ( 3 )

FLUX(NFLUX) watts/ Rate of laser flux E8.0
2 emission at time

FLTIME(NFLUX) and
at all, times greater
than that

NO E: aser fluK emissi n rate is linearly interpolated at
times between two FLTIME array entri s.

II
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CARD ID NUMBER: 5

CARD CONTENTS: Time Arguments for Laser Flux Emission Rates

W WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT. COLUMN

1 FLTIME(l) seconds Time corresponding E8.0 1-8

to laser flux emi.s-
sion rate FLUX(l)
NOTE: If NFLUX=l,
FLTIME(l) must be
greater thatn all
times in the air-
craft flight path
file

2 FLTIME(2) seconds Time corresponding E8.0 9-16
to laser flux emis
sion rate FLUX(2)

FLTIMEINFLUX) seconds Time corresponding E8.0
to laser flux emis
sion rate
FLUX (NFLUX)

* I
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CARD ID NUMBER: 6

CARD CONTENTS: Jitter Standard Deviations

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 YJITTR mils 5tandard deviation E8.0 1-8
lue to jitter of
the beam in the di-
rection of the Y-
xis of the Encoun-
er Coordinate Sys-
em

2 ZJITTR .ils Btandard deviation E8.0 9-16
lue to jitter of
he beam in the di-
ection of the Z-
xis of the Encoun-
er Coordinate Sys-
em

1 ,- S

I7
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CARD ID NUY4BER: 7

CARD CONTENTS: Tracking Rate Limits & Prefire Track Time

ORD VARIABLE UNITS I DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 SLEWAZ degrees M-Aximum azimuth E8.0 1-8
second slewing rate for

the laaer weapon

2 SLEWEL degreesiMaximum elevation E8.0 9-16
second slewing rate for

the laser weapon

3 TRKTIM seconds Prefire track time, E8.0 17-24
minimum tracking
time necessary be-
fore the laser can
fire

I

i(
i~Ii

i4
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CARD ID NUMBER: 8

CARD CONTENTS: Beam Atmospheric Attenuation Factors

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

I ATTEN(1) Beam attenuation E8.0 1-8
factor due to pro-
pagation through
the atmosphere at
range RATTEN(1) and
at all ranges less
than RATTEN (1)

2 ATTEN(2) Beam attenuation E8.0 9-16
factor due to pro-
pagat ion through
the atmosphere at
range RATTEN(2)

ATTEN(NATN) Beam attenuation E8.0
factor due to pro-
pagation through
the atmosphere at
range RATTEN(NATN)
and at all ranges
greater than
RATTEN (NAT!N)
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CARD ID NUMBER: 9

CARD CONTENTS: Beam Atmospheric Attenuation Factor Range
Arguments

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 RATTEN(l) meters Range corresponding 38.0 1-8
to attenuation fac-
tor ATTEN (1) NOTE:
If NA2l4-1, RATTEN(l)
must be greater
than all possible
weapon-to-aircraft
ranges for the run

2 RATTEN(2) meters Range corresponding E.0 9-16
to attenuation fac-
tor ATTEN(2)

RATEN (NAT"N) meters Range corresponding M8.

to attenuation fac-
tor ATTEN (NATN)

I 'I
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CARD ID NUMBER: 10

CARD CONTENTS: Smoke Corridor End Points

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT[ COLUM'

1 SMOKX(1) meters K-coordinate in the E8.0 1-8
3ener&1 Coordinate
ystem of the smoke
orridor's first eni
oint

2 SMOKY(1) meters -coordinate in the E8.0 9-16
eneral Coordinate
ystem of the smoke
orridor's first

end point

3 SMOKX(2) meters c-coordinate in the E6.0 17-24
eneral Coordinate
3ystem. of the smoke
orridor's second
nd point

4 SMOKY(2) meters -coordinate in the E8.0 25-32
neral Coordinate

ystem, of the smoke
~orridor's second

5 SMATN -- earn intensity at- E8.0 33-40
enuation due to
ropagat ion through

the smoke corridor

NO7 P: If SMOKX(])=SMOKX(2) and SMOKY(1)=SMO Y(2) thel no
corridor is modeled
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CARD ID NUYBER: 11

CARD CONTENTS: Number of Components and Aim Points

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLU.?'

1 NCOMP Number of compo- I18 1-8
nents in the target

oel 1<NCOMP <100

2 NAIMPT Number of aim Is 9-16
into on the tar-

get; 1 <NAIMPT <10

3 1ITRACE - ault tree trace 18 17-24
ption:

I ~ 1, omit extra
output for
fault trees;

I, print extra
data used in
interpreting
the fault
tree structure
cards.
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SCARD ID NUNIBER: 12

,CARD CONTENTS: Energy Arguments for the Component Pk's

IWORD IVARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 ENERGY(1) kilo- Amount of accumu- E8.0 1-8
joules/ lated energy neces-

Cm 2 sary to cause kill
probabilities,
PK (1,I), for Ith
component

2 ENERGY(2) kilo- Amount of accumu- E8.0 9-16
joules/ lated energy neces.

2 sary tc cause kill
probabilities,
PK(2,I), for Ith
component

3 ENERGY(3) kilo- Amount of accumu- E8.0 17-24
joules/ lated energy neces.
c2 sary to cause kill
Cm probabilities,

PK(3,I), for Ith
component

10 ENERGY(1O) kilo- 'Amount of accumu- E8.0 73-80
joules/, lated energy neces-

2 sary to cause kill
cm probabilities,

PK(l0,I), for Ith
component
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CARD ID NUMBER: 13

CARD CONTENTS: Component Name and Location

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 NAM(I) Eight character A8 1-8
alphanumeric name
for the Ith compo-
nent. The left-
most character musi
be other than a
blank. Do not use
period (.), equal
sign (-), or slash
(/) in the field.

2 COMP(l,I) meters x-coordinate of the E8.0 9-16
Ith component in
the Aircraft Coor-
dinate System

3 COMP(2,I) meters y-coordinate of th E8.0 17-24
Ith camponent in
the Aircraft Coor-
dinate System

4 COMP(3,I) meters z-coordinate of the E8.0 25-32
Ith component in
the Aircraft Coor-
dinate System

3-16
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CARD ID NtM.,ER: 14

ICARD CONTENTS: Component Presented Areas & Widths at Aspects
1-26

1 P(II) meters Presented area of E8.0 1-8
the Ith component
when viewed from
aspect 1

2 WIDTH(I,1) meters Width of the Ith E8.0 9-16
component when
viewed from aspect

213 1P(1,2) meters Presented area of E8.0 17-24

the Ith component
wnen viewed from
laspect 2

4 WIDTH(I,2) meters Width of the Ith E8.0 25-32
component when
viewed from aspect

• .

2
51 (1,26) meters2 Presented area of E8.0

the Ith component
when viewed from

aspect 26

52 WIDTH(I,26) meters Width of the 'th E8.0
component when
viewed from aspect
26

NOT: 1) See Table 2-1 fcr a definition of 1he 26 aspect angles.
*.2) Six carls in this format are requiled to enter 26

presented areas and widths for each componert as
follows

3-17
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CARD ID NUMBER: 14 (concluded)

CARD CONTENTS: Component Presented Areas & Widths at Aspects
1-26

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORM4AT COLUMN

NOTE (Concluded) the lt card contains data for aspects 1-5,
the 2r d card contains da for asp cts 6-10
the 3 card contains da for asp cts 11-1 ,
the 4 1 card contains da for asp cts 16-2 ,
the 5 card contains dat for asp cts 21-2 ,
the 6f card contains dat for asp ct 26.

3-1
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CARD ID NUMBER: 15

CARD CONTENTS: Component PK's

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUM

1 PK(lI) --- Pk for the Ith con- E8.0 1-8
ponent resulting
from accumulated
energy, ENERGY(1),
and all lesser
amounts of energy
accumulation NOTE:

n most cases PK(l, )
and ENERGY(1) shoul
have values equal
to 0.0

2 PK(2,I) Pk for the Ith com- E8.0 9-16
ponent resulting
from accumulated
energy, ENERGY(2)

3 PK(3,I) _0k for the Ith com- E8.0 17-24
onent resulting
from accumulates
energy, ENERGY(3)

10 PK(10,I) Pk for the Ith corn- E8.0 73-80
ponent resultinq
from accumulated
energy, ENERGY(10),
nd all greater
amounts of energy
ccumulation
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CARD 1D NUMBER: 16

CARD CONTENTS: Aim Points

WORD VARIABLE I UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

I AIM(1,I) meters x-coordinate of E8.0 1-8

the Ith aim point
in the Aircraft
Coordinate System

2 JAI, meters y-coordinate of E8.0 9-16
the Ith aim point
in the Aircraft
Coordiante System

3 AIM(3,I) meters z-coordinate of E8.0 17-24
the Ith aim point
in the Aircraft
Ccordinate System

4 SIGMA(I;1) wils Standard deviation E8.0 25-32
of the error in

locating and track-ing the Ith aim

point in the direc-
tion of the Y-axis
of the Encounter
Coordinate System

5 SIGMA(I,2) mils Standard deviation E8.0 33-40
of the error in
locating and track-
ing the Ith aim
point in the direc
tion of the Z-axis
of the Encounter
Coordinate System

6 AZLIM(I,l) degrees First azimuth look- E8.0 41-48
angle boundary of
the envelope for
hitting the Ith
aim point

3-20
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CARD ID NLMBER: 16 (Concluded)

CARD CONTENTS: Aim Points

WORD VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

7 AZLIM(I,2) degrees Second azimuth E8.0 49-56look-angle boundar
of the envelope
for hitting the
Ith aim point

8 ELLIM(I,l) degrees First elevation E8.0 57-64
look-angle boundar
of the envelope
for hitting the
Ith aim point

9 ELLIM(I,2) degrees Second elevation E8.0 65-72
look-angle boundary
of the envelope
for hitting the
Ith aim point

NOTE: This card is repeated for every aim point
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CARD ID NUMBER: 17

CARD CONTENTS: Aircraft Fault Tree Structure

WORD. VARIABLE UNITS DEFINITION FORMAT COLUMN

1 ICARD(l) Eihyapawei Al1

2 ICARD(2) characters used to A
define a fault tref A
structure for a
group or subgroup
in the aircraft.

* See Figure 3-2 and
Table 3-1 for a de-

* * scription of the

80 ICARD(80) English-like text Al 80
used on these cardg
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The order of the cards in the fault tree description section
of the input deck is depicted in Figure 3-2. The fault tree de-
scription for each kill category requires one Kill Category Ca-d,
followed by one Group Definition Card, followed by any necessary
Subgroup Definition Cards, and finally the End Cards. If a user
wants to define a second or third fault tree for a different kill
category, the same sequence of cards is repeated. The total num-
ber of kill categories must not exceed three. Finally, one Blank
Card is necessary to indicate the end of all fault tree descrip-
tions. Figure 3-3 is an example listing of a fault tree input de-
scription for two kill categories. The fault trees produced from
this input are shown in Section IV.

The rules and examples in Table 3-1 are a summary of the most
important rules for assembling the fault tree descriptions. Most
of the examples are taken directly from the sample input listed in
Figure 3-3. The left-most characters in these examples are always
in column 1 of the input records. Subroutine MVILPT is not cur-
rently elaborate enough to detect every possible input error. The
best method for a user to validate the Aircraft Fault Tree Struc-
ture input cards should include both a search for error messages
printed by Subroutine MVINPT, and comparing the fault trees
printed by executing Subroutine EKOMUL with the fault trees the
user intended to create.

One important difference between this method of defining
fault trees and the method used in the COVART program is that the
ASALT-I program requires every component in a fault tree to be
listed in the fault tree description. If a component is omitted
from a fault tree description, then it is not included in the
fault tree.

3-23
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input

1. The first card for each kill category fault tree must define
a kill category between 1 and 3 in column 15 of the card.

Correct Example

K ILL. CAI L1d1W'Y I ( I 1W I IILi 'I

Incorrect Example

KILL CA IkGf),V I (A I rl I 1 lt- I

Incorrect Example

KILL C ^IEG(KY al ,T I k I I , ,

2. The second card for each kill category must be a Group Defini-
tion Card. This card contains the letter "G* in column 1 or
the characters "*G" in columns 1 and 2. No other card in the
kill category fault tree description may be a Group Defini-
tion Card.

Correct Example

KILL CA1EGOP.,' I (Al lI1 TT.I I
*(;AITkIv,:Ft.I CNTL,1R.AF I Ldos'v
*S L.1 C',,TL.--LFr L TW.A rn.mD*CH CiR/I /?

Incorrect Example

Aill1 CATH,0:10 I (AT TWITI(',,)

*SILT CNT"L=.LEC 1.T4,iI:.t{UM C~kP//
*•6AT7W,%1=--LI Cf TI fjk.AfT Lr, (,i

3. The fault tree description for each kill category must con-
clude with a pair of End Cards. The characters "END" in col-
umns 1-3 cause any card to be interpreted as one of the End
Cards. The set of End Cards may include an optional card
between the two End Cards. This optional card has no effect
in the ASALT-I program, but is included to keep the input de-
scriptions compatible with those used for the COVART program.
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Continued)

Correct Example

.NOl ('F ATTHI I N r, f,,11nP
K1It L CA tH ,o(JtY P t I SJ S tJ,,! Aft- , )

Correct Example

(!P T I k.I NAL
1 10,,{ [!" aT 1 1 I n1\ (...1 l p

~ILL CATLGt~ky P Am~ l ( III1

Incorrect Example

E N LP I I k I] I I lk!% 1IO~LIP

KILL C AtIt;vv P (- I S 10]I 'J , f 1 )

4. A blank space in column 1 of any card in the fault tree de-
scriptions causes the entire card to be interpreted as the
Blank Card which indicates the end of all fault tree input.
The set of End Cards for the last kill category fault tree
description must be followed by the Blank Card.

Corect Example

*SL AI Lh,' S = LAT L A.AN0)AAI tK F /L)/d

E rt

ENV!. (A tP SSItOr As1iNwl t ,RkiiP
AtjY CAI) k"I H A ILAK IN L, rL utvl. 1 1[JlL.OLLUVEh ALL fALL1 IWl [

Incorrect Example

*SLAT LK*S = LIT t A.ANI,.LAI LK I e

t, (ALL G1HFu LAktLS tA.I' S TARI l CuL0;L'l. I'1

.Nb (.F b T S IU, AH1101 IflhJI'P

AN.Y CARO WIIH A iLANK JN COILUMts I C:6Ci4CL*;-ji 4S .. ALi I I ,U'LJl
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Continued)

5. Column 1 of each Group or Subgroup Definition Card must con-
tain an asterisk (*), letter G, letter S, or letter C. If an
asterisk is used in column 1, then either letter G, letter S,
or letter C must appear in column 2. There is no difference
in the ASALT- program whepn using the letters C or S. Both
letters are allowed so that the input is compatible with
COVART input.

Correct Example

*S AtT ZFL I : t,. Tt 1.1 A - tr1 ,
*SFLI L WTL=fLk C|NA * i .d,,,V ?.'[.l l ,
SkLf(C. ClkI E~C l jA.OR.,,. GF-NP

(*LtC IFCV. p,',.tha" i

Incorrect Example

**GAIT14:FLt tTL.jNH,,dT LNt'GN
*Fl 1 C,IL:ItLf cTRAWr.K*i r" CI9/,'t.'

"EL[EC I.N K-EL.[C jA,\jn~o_.kC ?,AN[), ItC 3.A,4UoFLtr'- 4/sla

CFLEC 1:FCLS t,0WU1oTiS I
+CE:L[EC ezIfS , ,.0W,51AtS P

6. Each Group or Subgroup Lefinition Card must contain in order:

a. the charcters *G, *S, *C, G, S, or C starting in column
1,

b. a defined name which may be:

i) a group name used only on a Group Definition Card

ii) or a name used in the structure definition of a
preceding card

c. an equal sign (a)

d. the structure definition for the defined name which may
be:

i) a name field

3-28
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Continued)

ii) a set of name fields separated by connectors (.AND.
or .OR.)

Correct Example

*GATIk-,.:FLI L l *(I,. AF I L ',i,

Incorrect Example

*SELLL. Ctk=t.LFr. t' ,v*SPLT L T L tL *W*r IT ivdl.

7. The kill probabilities for a subgroup are printed in the
damage summary at the end of an ASALT run only if:

a. the subgroup name is the defined name on a Subgroup

Definition Card with an asterisk (*) in column 1,

b. and the subgroup name begins on column 3 of that
Subgroup Definition Card.

Example

*IATkN:FL.1 CNTLL0WA I1 Lr;r,
*SF,1 CNTLi-A.['FC CTNeAi ,Mt.rf CTk/ct/?

,S E.LLC CTk:ELFC L'JI4K.'),FAT (ENP
SELF. L K: LLr I AND. Lt C -C .Ar'iIVJ- I C 5. rO.LI r 44/ ,/4

In this example, kill probabilities would be printed in the
damage summary for Subgroup FLT CNTL but not for Subgroups
ELEC CTR or ELEC LNK.

8. No name field including any embedded blanks may exceed eight
characters in length. Note that embedded blanks are part of
the name field.

Correct Example

SdA I 104 :H Y SFL j,. Ay y G Alin A T S I k e*St5Al r. YI:L ATT!YS.A *tr'.R tiWTSYt/4
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Table 3-?. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Continued)

Incorrect Example
*SFsA T lit , VR-S4 & TFW Y S, l,,. f !, k AT( /
*SH AT I W Jv i..t i• f t A ITRY.A M,, LH I t.i, T I Y. I , I,

9. An equal sigr. (-), period (.), or slash (/) are not allowed
in any name field. Users of the COVART Program must also
exclude the symbols plus (+) and minus (-) from name fields.

Correct Example

*SI"LC 3-FCt, 3.0,u oSTAO, 3

Incorrect Exatnple

10. The structure definition for a singly vulnerable group must
use the connector .OR. indicating that any one subgroup
failure is sufficient to cause failure of the whole group.

Correct Example

*SELtC l:FCi .I)W.STAbS I

Incorrect Example

*SEL[C 1- -s 1..A jO.STAS I

*SELEC uFC S p,I,'kSTAS e/112

11. The structure definition for a redundant group must use the
connector ,AND. and conclude with a redundancy specification
in the form /M/N indicating M subgroup failures are required
to cause failure of the entire group comprised of N sub-
groups. The value of M must be less than or equal to the
number (N) of subgroup names on the right side of the equal
sign on the card.

Correct Example

*SBAl GU-.fRxb,'.1FR'fS.Aw4U,6IIJWhlk//
*SLAItWYS:L "ATTHY.ANjO. t 4AT1kY/.?1j

Incorrect Example

*513AT LEl~WktiA1 T .RYh.k ,GENWATkS/2/?
*SItAT~t kY3-:L 14ATTwY.A4UR KA11Wy
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Continued)

12. No more than eight subgroups can comprise one redundant group
(defined on one card using -AND. connectors).

Correct Example

4*skGuwciP:ci|,&rnI. .J.AtjI).{Cj.AI';O.t,,i.A( ,h.L',.AI,. I ,.* *. L'.L ,/',

Incorrect Example
* S WtI,0IU V,= CI s A N |) oL P . Alf),C 3 . A M , I:£1A AI i . L b . A I ) . r f,,,A N P C'.{ a, , .C M" 01-11'. 0 / -31 ]4

13. Do not mix .AND. and .OR. connectors on the same card.

Correct Example

*SLLL.C 3 1 T~ 1.At.SAJ ?.A.I.I ~ i.~'Se~4 I

Incorrect Example

*SELC 3 = S7AMj 1. I).S IA'i!3 P.1R.SIAPS .' /5

*Shvr.4 CTR = LON LrP'S ANn. r -.,l 1,. I.Al LI 'S

14. If no connectors are used on a card, then no blanks areI allowed between the equal sign and the name field that
follows it.

Correct Example
CC4=LA!' LK A i

Incorrect Example

LC4v LAI LK A

15. If a card contains a connector, then either use a blank be-
tween the equal sign and the first name field in the struc-
ture definition, or place the left period of the first con-
nector (.AND. or .OR.) with less than 10 columns between it
and the equal sign.

Correct Example
.*Sv~r CT :tot' .0 .OAI.LF.S .. LAt L'b
*SLMt LK'5 z LK LK AOikU,0L' L6 //

Incorrect Example

,StiEr." Ctr =tION W 5 OH, *U[CAOLE .4% LAI L.K's
*SLUK LI'S =LON L A .ANU.L0N LK F 1212
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Table 3-1. Rules for Assembling the Fault Tree Input (Concluded)

16. No characters past column 80 of the input file are read.

17. Except on the Group Definition Card, do not use a name on the
left side of the equal sign unless it has appeared in the
structure definition (right side of the equal s4.gn) on a pre-
ceding card for the current kill category fault tree
descripton.

Correct Example
*tGATTk,4zFLT CrNTL ,)b , *II tNGN

*$FtEC t Tqxtk.LC ts .(iw.mAj t .tk

*S .LFC L, Lt I j.Avj11.tLEC i .A41w, fd L 3, v'Otbt. ( ,Il l ,#

Incorrect Example
*SELlC LNKlFLC I *ANt.t. fl.i ALr

*S9LT I (1LzkAfi.C LiN.,0AN b rtik~~,
*;ATkNN:FLT CNTL.IjVAIT L.NGI.

18. The entire fault tree description must not contain any unde-
fined names. A name is defined by either using it on the
left side of an equal sign on a Subgroup Definition Card, or
by being a component name on one of the Component Name and
Location Cards (Card 13) in the input deck.

19. Only components and subgroups listed in the fault tree de-
scription are included in the fault tree. There are no
default components or structures.

I
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FILEl0 - BINARY INPUT FLIGHT PATH

The second input file for this program is a binary file read
from Logical Unit #10. It contains data describing the aircraft
at each time step of the flight path as well as an indicator
showing which intervals of the flight path can be engaged by the
ground weapon. This file is ptuduced by executing the Engagement
Model and consists of two types of records described in Figures
3-4 and 3-5. The top two rows of these figures represent a tape
divided into numbered records, with the length of each record
listed in the second row. The bottom part of the figures is used
to list the units and definitions for each FORTRAN variable whose
value is written on a tape record. The first record, described in

Figure 3-4, contains an alphanumeric title which is used to identi-
fy the flight path file. The second and all subsequent records
are in the format described in Figure 3-5. This record contains
data describing the aircraft at six consecutive time increments of
the flight path with 16 parameters defined in the figure.

3-33
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12 3LAST

s:4E._r p 20 96 96 96
or Wom-._ _s_

- - Record Number 2

1 r C:A JD. u!1CTER VN I -'S DEN NITI AC;

I OTAPE(1,1) seconds Time at which the next 15 words of
data are pertinent

2 OTAPE(2,I) meters x-coordinate of the aircraft in the !
Flight Path Coordinate System at
time OTAPE(1,1)

3 OTAPE(3,l) meters y-coordinate of the aircraft in the
Flight Path Coordinate System at
time OTAPE(II)

4 OTAPE(4,1) meters z-coordinate of the aircraft in the
Flight Path Coordinate System at
time OTAPE(l,I)

5 OTAPE(5,1) m/sec x-component of the aircraft velocity
vector

6 OTAPE(6,I) m/sec y-component of the aircraft velocity
vector

7 OTAPE(7,I) m/sec z-component of the aircraft velocity1
2 vect,.-

8 OTAPE(8,1) m/sec x-component of the aircraft accel-
eration vector

9 OTAPE(9,1) m/sec y-component of the aircraft 4ccel-

eration vector

FtIRE 3-6, FILE1O Flight Path File, Record 2 (Page I of 4)

3,
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r~:':' ~, 3 LAST

%cord Number 2

'CRD r;,RAnTcF UNITS DEFINITIOI
10 OTAK0(I1) n/sier z-component of the aircraft accel-

Oration vector;

11 OTAPE(ll,l) m/sec Aircraft speed; the magnitude of

OtAPE1 is t he aircraft speedat time OTAPE(1,!):

I -0.0, irdicates the end of the
flight path file;

>0.0, indicates the aircraft is
able to be engaged

<0.0, %dicates the aircraft
cannot be engaged

NOTE: The Flight Path File used as
input for the Engagement

Model has all values of
OTAPE(ll,I) t 0.0

12 OTAP£(12.1) --- Normhal load factor on the aircraft

13 OTAP{(13.1) radian; Aircr'aft azlmuth angle; heading
Fnig of the fAlight path in theF Itht, Poth Coowdinate System a,

tism OTAPE(l,l)

14 OTAPE(141) radians Aircraft dive angle; angle betweenthe flight path and the horizontal

XY-plane of the Flight Path Coor-dinate System; positive'value indi-

cates decttasing altitude

FISJRE 3-6. FILElO Flight Path File. Record 2 (Pde 2-of 4)
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,,:r 20 96 96 96 1

or WORDS 
iii _ - - - - - -.4.

- Record Number 2

W ~ rAPJM.ZTEIR UN17'S IUN10
15 OTAPE(15,1) radians Aircraft roll angle; amount of air-

craft rotation about the longitudinal
axis of the fuselage t

16 OTAPE(16,1) radians Aircraft angle of attack

17 OTAPE(1,3) seconds econd flight path time; the values
of OTAPE(2,2), OTAPE(3,2), . . .
OTAPE(16,2) describe the aircraft
at time OTAPE(1,2)

• i33 OTAPE(1,3) seconds Third flight path time; the values
of OTAPE(2,3), OTAPE(3,3), ' .

OTAPE(16,3) describe the aircraft
at time OTAPE(1,3)

81 OTAPE(1,6) seconds Sixth flight path time; the values
of OTAPE(2,6), OTAPE(3,6), ..
at time OTAPE(1,6)

FIWlE 3-5. FILElO Flight Path File, Record 2 (Page 3 of 4)
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NM E~BF I

%.o i BeE.
or wonRs 20~

i" ,,ord Number 2

I 11

V Da7 radiN T A 6) EFI

96 OTAPE(16,6) radians Aircraft angle of attack at time

NOTE: All remaining records on the
Flight Path File are in the
same format as Record 2,
each containing flight path
data for the next six time
increments. The last record
has the value of OTAPE(ll,I)
equal to 0.0 to indicate the
end of the flight path.

FIGURE 3-5. FILElO Flight Path File, Record 2 (Page 4 of 4)
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SLCTION IV

OUTPUT

Two output Liles are produced by executing the ASALT-I Model.

The line printer output is written on Logical Unit #6 and contains
a description of the input parameters as well as the simulation
.esults in a readable form. The first subsection below describes
the line printer output, FILEb, by showiny examples and outlining
the options available for the various parts of this output. The
second output tile, FIL£ll, is a binary sequential file written on
Logical Unit #11. It contains values for the amount of laser
energy th.t reaches the target during each time increment in theI simulation. The second subsection is used to define the parame-

ters whose values are written on FILE11 and describe their order
so that an analyst could use a post processor to interpret and per-
form a more detailed analysis with these data.

FILL6 - LINE PRINTEK OUTPUT

The line i rinter output can be divided into three parts: a
aescription of the input paramieters; a time history of the laser
and aircraft encounter; and a damage summary. The three following
subsections are used to describe these three parts and include an
example of each.

~J! tescription of the Input Parameters

The first section of line printer output is a description of
the input parameters. This information is always printed and pro-
viQes the user with a good description of the conditions being
evaluated. This output is generated by executinq %RITE statements
in Subroutines READY, ACIN, and EKOMUL. An example of this sec-
tion of output is shown in figure 4-1. The title of the computer
model appears at the top of the first page. The first subsection
lists the ,.ight path file name from the first record of the file,
and the data used to convert points from the Flight Path Coordi-
nate System to the General Coordinate System (coordinate systems
are defined in Section II). The next subsection contains values
defining the laser weapon system Including: its location in the
General Coordinate System; the tracking error caused by jitter;
the emission rates as a function of time; the slewing rate limits;
and the minimum prefire tracking time. A description of the atmos-
pheric conditions is listed next. This includes the attenuation
factors as a function of range, as well as the smoke corridor loca-
tion and attenuation factor. If no smoke corridor is moueled by
the Input values on Card 1U, the two lines describing the smoke

4i-
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corridor are omitted. The aircraft components are described in
the next subsection. The component number, name, and location in
the Aircraft Coordinate System are listed in the left five col-umns, and its probabilities of kill at ten levels of accumulatea
o.nergy are listed in the right ten columns. The aim points ex-

pressed in the Aircraft Coordinate System are listed in the next
subsection. The errors associated with locating and tracking each
aim point are printed in mils in the columns labeled SIGNA-Y and
SIGNH-1. Additionally, the limits on the look-angle envelope for
firing at each aim point are listed in degrees.

1he next two pages of Figure 4-1 are example fault tree dia-
grams which are printed by executing Subroutine E1OI4UL and are
used to depict the interdependence of the aircraft components.
These fault trees were generated using the fault tree input shown
in Figure 3-3. A user of the ASALT-I program may define as many
as three fault tree structures for different kill categories.
Lach fault tree in this section of output it labeled at the top
with an eight character group name followed by the vord *GROUP"
an6 a number to identify its kill category. The number at the top
of the fault tree is the same kill category number which appears
in later sections of the program output. The first fault tree in
Figure 4-1 has the group name, AITRIN, and is kill category number
1. The second fault tree haa the group name, K ABORT, and is kill
category number 2.

A set of component names in one vertical line on the fault
tree is a series (singly vulnerable subgroup) in which the failure
of any one component is sufficient to cause failure of the entire
subgroup. Redundant components which comprise a multiply vulner-
able subgroup are represented by parallel vertical lines on the
fault tree. The redundancy code is printed at the bottom of each
set of vertical lines. In the first example fault tree of Figure
4-1, the subgroup at the bottom of the fault tree contains six
components: AFT LL, AFT SR, AFT SL, AFT UR. Af'T UL, and AFT KR.
Its redundancy specification is 3/6 which means failure of the
subgroup requires the failure of three or more componqnts in that
subgroup. Users of the ASALT-I program may create very elaborate
fault trees using many levels of subgroups as exemplified in
Figure 4-1. If the fault tree trace option is selected by the
user on Card 11 of the input deck, the printing of each fault tree
is preceded by several extra parameters used in interpreting the
fault tree structure cards.

The final page of Figure 4-1 is an example of the subsection
used to display the time steps for the run. These values are
specified by the user on Card 1 of the input deck and are used to
control the simulated time between computation iterations and
between lines in the time trace output. If no time trace output

I
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is requested, the line labeled 11H£ BETWEFN FRINTOUT LINES is

omitted.

lime isstory of the Laser and Aitcraft Lacounter

Figure 4-2 is an example of this section of line printer out-
put. These data Pre printed by executing Subroutines REALER and
OLTPFiU'', and are omitted if the value, U, is specified on Card 1
for the warameter IIRINT. The top three lines in Figure 4-2 are a
heading printed at the top of each line printer page. The four
left columns list the time and location of the aircraft at that
instant in the simulation. The slant range in meters between the
laser weapon and the aircraft is listed in the fifth column. The
interval between consecutive lines in this section of output is
determined by the input parameter values on Card 1. The column
labeled STATUS may contain five possible entries as shown in
Figure 4-2. The "MOT ENGAGE" status occurs for all aircraft
locations which cannot be engaged by the laser weapon system. The
"NOT ENGAGE" statuR is determined by execution of the EngagementNodel and is detected through the parameter values on the Flight
Path input file. The status "TRACKING" occurs when the aircraft
can be engaged but the minimum prefire tracking time is not yet
fulfilled. If the slewing rate required for the laser system to
track the aircraft exceeds the user specified maximum, then the
status column will contain the label "NRACK ERR". If none of
these conditions occur, the laser system fires at the aircraft and
the status column contains the label "ENGAGE", unless the smoke
corridor is between the laser and aircraft. when this occurs the
statu's is labeled "SMOKE". Whenever the status is either "SMOKE"
or "'4NGAGE", the probability of kill values for eacb kill category
of the total aircraft are printed in the right hand columns. One
Pk value is printed for each aim point, and each value represents
the total target Pk for the kill category, which results from one
laser system attempting to fire at one aim point since the
beginning of the simulation.

Damage Sunimary

The damage summary is the last section of line printer output
produced by executing the ASALT-I Model. It is printed by execu-
ting Subroutine SUMMRY and cisplays the values for the total tar-
get probability of kill for each kill category as well as subgroup
* and component Pk's for each aim point. An example of this section
of output is shown in Figure 4-3, where the matrix of numbers on
the right side are the Pk values. t ach column corresponds to a
different aim point. The total aircraft probabilities of kill for
each kill category re listed in the top lines and are labeled
with the kill catr,ory number and name on the left side. The
subgroup Pk's are listed next with each line iOentified by its

4-8* ,,-, -,I. ',.-,,q ~ m I l, -vI I - r " " Sl a Dil" ,.,.;,,--
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subgroup name. Only subgroups which were defined on a Subgroup
refinition Card with an asterisk In column 1 are included in this
section ot output (See lable 3-1, Lule 7). The component Vk's are
listed last and are identified by component number and nome.

FILL 11 - TIh.NC&EMTAL E1 ERGY FILE

The second output file produced by executing the ASALY-1
kodel is a binary sequential Lilt written on Logical Unit #11.

t The fLast record on this file contains values, for the time step,
number of aim points, number of components, as well as locations
-of the at% points and components in the Aircraft Coordinate
System. The remainder of the file contains one record for every
time step used by the model in simulating the encounter b..een
the laser weapon system and the aircraft. Lach of these records
contains values for the current simulation time and the amount of
laser energy roaching each component during the time increment.
Figure 4-4 and 4-5 contain record descriptor forms which are used
to show the order of the values on each record and their
definitions. All records following the second record are in the
same format as cord 2.
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$1 W" +3. "Ca **COW

003IW 4III? IlKIP
*t Usis +3CON? I I'"Oft~

2 M AITE ---r Nubrofam pnJt ohtre

1 ?DB~lil meters Ticoerintea ofethen fisa itetino
the pr-raf Coordiatenstaone eodi

2 NIMPT1 otr y-- coomrdnt of hepoint t on the otnrget

5 A[M(3,1) mters a-coordinate of the first ain point in
the Aircraft Coordinate System

6AIM 02l) eotors y-coordinate of the seirnt uaim point in
the Aircraft Coordinate System

5*A AIM(l) eotors x-coordinate of the fist aim point in th
KPT MAIthT ic~raft Coordinate System

6+3 AIM(2) mters y-coordinate of the lscn aim point inth
IM NAIth Aircraft Coordinate System

2+3P AIM(31 meters z-coordinate of the last aim point in the

NAIM NAXMPT) Aircraft Coordinate System
PT

3+ 3* COMP -- Number of components in the target mode-1

riue 4-4. ?f11 - Incrwmnrtal Energy File, Record 1.
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Record
WA6*r 3.2 Last
f 3+3*NMW, l+NIMPT * +VMIMPT
of Wods +3N "WOMP *NCO"

ecord Nnber: I (Concluded)

W PAAMETER UNITS DEFINITION
+ 3* COM(Il) meters x-coordinate of the first component in

aIw the Aircraft Coordinate System

5+ 3 C04P(2,1) meters y-coordinate of the first component in
+3,11 the Aircraft Coordinate System

+ 3* COMP(3,1) meters s-coordinate of the first component in
the Aircraft Coordinate System

* 
S

1+ 3* COMP(1, meters x-coordinate of the last component in the
NAIMP NCOMP) Aircraft Coordinate System
T+3*
NCOKP

2+ 3* COMP(2, meteis y-coordinate of the last component in the
NAIMP NCOMP) Aircraft Coordinate System
T+3*
NCOMY

3+ '3 COMP(3, meters s-coordinate of the last component in the
NAIMP NCOMP) Aircraft Coordinate System
'1+3*
HiCOMP

Figure 4-4. FIL2 - Incremental Energy File, Record 1.
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Record
I~ibe 12 Lawl:

?~mb~ 3+3*N&!N?? l+NAInPT* 14MUMPTMOMQP
of Words +3*~!= ~ P________

I T VU *Ocon41 urent time in the simlation moel; the
and time of the time slice for the
following-energy values.

2 E-NGYAD(I,) kilo- Mount of laser energy reaching component

watts/ 1 from a laser aimed at aim point 1
2 during the tim steqp.

3 NGAD(1,2) kilo- Anount of laser energy reaching componentwatts/ 1 fs a laser aim e atim point 2
cmt2 uring time step.

NAI ENGYAD(l, kilo- Amount of laser energy reaching component
PT+1 NAIMPT) watts/ 1 from a laser aimed at aim point NAI T

cm 2 during the time step.

NIN EN YAD(2,l) kilo- Amount of laser energy reaching component
PT+2 watts/ 2 from a laser aimed at aim point 2

ca 2 during the time step.

(1+ ENGYAD(NCOM kilo- wAotit of laser energy reaching component
MAIN NAIJPT) watts/ 1CONP from a laser aimed at aim point
PT* cm2 NAIMPT during the time stp.

N4~

Figure 4-5. FIL1io- Inoremontal nergy File, Record 2.
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APPENDIX A

SOURCE LISTING

This appendix contains a source 
listing (pages A-2

through A-52) with coment cards for the ASALT-I Model. Pro-

gram ASALT is listed first, followed 
by all subroutines in

alphabetical order. Each subprogram listing begins 
on a

new page.

L I
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